Top 10 Sources of Venture Flow from UC Berkeley

**Business-Model Accelerators**

- **SkyDeck**
  - General in scope; large flow (>100 startups/year); since 2012
  - Contact: Sibyl Chen (sibylchen@berkeley.edu)

- **Launch**
  - General in scope; serves all UC; large flow; since 2015
  - Contact: Rhonda Shrader (rhonda_shrader@berkeley.edu)

- **Big Ideas**
  - Social ventures; otherwise general in scope; since 2005
  - Contact: Phillip Denny (pdenny@berkeley.edu)

- **Cleantech**
  - Cleantech; since 2009
  - Contact: Brian Steel (bsteel@berkeley.edu)

- **Blockchain**
  - Blockchain/Crypto; since 2019
  - Contact: Jocelyn Weber (jweberhipps@berkeley.edu)

- **STEP Venture-Formation**
  - General in scope; earliest formation stage; since 2019
  - Contact: Maggie Lau (maggielau@berkeley.edu)

**Technology Incubators/Accelerators**

- **Bakar BioEnginuity Hub**
  - Bio-convergence (eg, Life Science+Eng/CS/Hard sciences); since 2021
  - Contact: Gino Segre (ginosegre@berkeley.edu)

- **CITRIS Foundry**
  - Hard tech/hard sciences; since 2013
  - Contact: Camille Crittenden (ccrittenden@berkeley.edu)

- **QB3**
  - Life sciences; since 2018
  - Contact: Gino Segre (ginosegre@berkeley.edu)

- **BAIR AI**
  - Artificial intelligence; since 2021
  - Contact: Kurt Keutzer (keutzer@berkeley.edu)